NEWSLETTER - APRIL 2021
CURRICULUM HIGHLIGHTS
Early Learning Center
What a year it has been for our youngest of learners and what an amazing bunch
of kids they have proved to be in that year! Our early learners wholeheartedly
accepted their online sessions and thoroughly enjoyed them. We saw them
eagerly looking forward to these sessions every day, always ready and waiting,
well before the start time. They’ve been so positive towards this new way of
learning even enthusiastically exploring the technicalities of ‘muting & unmuting’,
‘screen sharing’ and not to forget ‘logging on & off’. Here’s a glimpse of what our
incredible super kids have been up to.
Our ‘online’ class this term started daily with them piping up, “let’s mix
colours and paint”, and that’s exactly what they did with gusto! Ila’s all-time
favourite of mixing white with other colours was a big hit with her friends
with Samved and Veruschka wanting to know her secret of how she got her
shade of pink or turquoise green. Our early learners continued their colour
exploration by creating beautiful art pieces and
made "chilly ice paints” by swirling melting ice
lollies over paper and created lovely designs too.
What fun it was! Another great favourite was
“Colour Hunt”, a game that we played every single day before signing
off. Another interesting topic that the children enjoyed was “SHAPES”.
Children learnt about circle, triangle and square. They created
beautiful shapes in the form of art and by using play dough. I would
like to mention that the children learnt about the life cycle of a
caterpillar through the famous book “The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle”. The children
drew a small caterpillar emerging from an egg and began eating everything in sight. As if this
isn’t excitement enough, we then went on to sing, do kid yoga, play games like spot the
difference, pictionary, Simon says and so on. Never a dull moment is how we describe learning
at Buddhi Kindyland!

Junior Primary
Inquiry-Numeracy (Integrated): Children never cease to inquire about animals. We explored a few
groups of animals, comparing and categorizing them. Applied a
few math concepts like measurements and shapes; in building
wings of animals and creating a natural living space for animals.
Learning about animals in their inquiry module and the way they
are different from each other, our juniors made repeating
patterns just like they see in animals. Comparing sizes of
different animals, they made connections with things around their
house and compared heavy and light
objects.
An online demo of a kitchen scale and a scale with two balancing
bowls gave them a better understanding of the terms, “heavier” and
“lighter”.
As the children used different mediums such as play dough and
cubes to make models of animals, we came across the idea of using
paper folding as a means to create different animals and birds.
Origami, or the art of paper folding envisages a range of mathematical concepts such as shapes,
lines, folds and angles. Interestingly the children learnt to make a square out of rectangular
paper, fold and crease the paper to make different shapes and make the face of a dog. How
elated were they to make a family of dogs using origami!!

Literacy: Leading children to think creatively has always been the focus in Buddhi and the young
Primarians were actively engaged in many activities which provided an opportunity for them to
share their thoughts and opinion on various topics. A few topics we discussed were; what would
be their dream jobs, how to differentiate a turtle from a tortoise, care for pets, how to predict
and recognise why animals have different types of nose, why robots were created and
recognised the importance of the different hats at work. We believe that listening to each other,
paying attention, appreciating and enjoying what is read aloud or spoken is an essential skill
which we need children, and us, to practise. In addition, we will continue to encourage children
to participate in discussions thus helping build their curiosity, questioning skills, and
communicate their understanding, prior knowledge and ideas efficiently.

Hindi: With initial reluctance from the children as to why they should learn a new language like
Hindi to happily enjoying it 3 months down the line. It has been a journey on both the sides.
Junior primary group were introduced to the language by learning the Hindi Varnamala. Children
have learnt to read the Hindi Swar. To begin with we are focusing on speaking the language
through a series of videos.

Senior Primary
Inquiry-Numeracy (Integrated): Machines form an important part of our daily
lives and so we decided to take up “Simple and Complex Machines” as the
topic of our inquiry-numeracy integrated module in primary. The children
used their toys and materials available at home to make mini slides and
inclined planes. While they were creating their seesaws, we touched upon
the terms, “balance” and “weights” and learnt to solve and balance
equations related to grams and kilograms. In their ICT class, they classified
things around the house that are measured in grams and kilograms.
As part of related investigation activities, the children
read and inquired about Bikes, Ferris wheels,
Sailboats, Army Ants and Grandfather’s Clock as complex machines. The
children designed their own bikes, Ferris wheels, sailboats and grandfather
clocks, providing details about their designs.
While designing Ferris
wheels, they calculated the total number of passengers who can be seated
during one ride and also estimated the cost
of each ride.
Our primary children are adept at creating
mini projects and their imagination runs wild when it comes to
being creative. While we were exploring various mediums to
create different types of simple machines, we came across paper
as a medium to create varieties of things. The children were
introduced to the art of paper folding, Origami, which provides a
great platform to integrate numeracy with art bringing in lines,
folds, angles and shapes together. They created fishes,
dinosaurs, dogs, sunglasses, fortune tellers, whales, jumping frogs and snowflakes. It was an
interesting and fun-filled first term, which started with simple and complex machines and ended
with the art of paper folding where the little hands and fingers worked as machines!!!

Literacy: Our focus for the senior primary groups was on ‘writing skills’, particularly the narrative
genre as children enjoy listening to and reading stories. Many kinds of narrative forms were
introduced to start with and they learned to identify the genre of stories, from fairy tales to
realistic fiction besides personal narrative and thrillers. After reading and exploring a few
examples of short stories children planned and created their own original stories including the
parts of a narrative (characters, setting, plot).
Moreover, to develop and enhance their own storytelling talents, they were provided an
opportunity to share their stories with other children where they attempted to apply skills such
as different tones of voice, (loud or soft, higher or lower, fast or slow) and narrate with

appropriate expressions to capture the audiences’ attention and entertain them. It was indeed
an eye-opening experience for us all.

Hindi: We are still going on with online classes and with the rise of Covid cases we cannot be
definite for how long we may continue in this format, and eventually students are more settled
and focused with online format. While keeping our main focus on speaking skills of the Hindi
language, we tried to have a good hold on Hindi ‘Varnmala’.
Students have learnt to read Hindi words. We focused more on speaking the language and went
through a series of Hindi videos. Students had enjoyable sessions of singing Hindi Rhymes and
songs. Students took full charge of the Hindi presentations and prepared for Hindi skits,
storytelling, rhymes, jokes, and puzzles.

ICT: This uncommon “event” has changed the world and has brought it to a new era.

It’s
necessary to acknowledge that students are already interested and engaged in utilizing
technology to its best. The term ICT implies any technology that has to do with Information and
Communication. Now we do not need to head in any direction
other than our very own residence or even room, to visualize
some sort of ICT in our lives.
This term our main focus was on 'Typing', which is the
fundamental expertise which children have to know to future
undertakings. They used 'Typing
Club' for a regular practice, children
dealt with various phases of typing.
Children delighted in getting
identifications when they finish on
schedule with accuracy. They enjoyed making Christmas cards,
Birthday Cards using the 'Microsoft word' application.
The utilization of ICT in instruction enhances key learning areas like Literacy and Numeracy.
Children utilize various applications to work on the Numeracy exercises like they used Paint to
draw various shapes and filled colour, they worked on Microsoft word to create reviews and
inserted pictures respectively. Children were additionally introduced to PowerPoint Application
were they created slides on different topics.
We started with a lumosity online program in this term. Children thoroughly enjoyed working on
the same. Lumosity is an online program consisting of games that claim to improve memory,
attention span, flexibility, speed of processing and problem solving impressing the children. We
started with a new application, MS paint 3D enabling the children to create wonderful 3D
images.

Theatre: Virtual theatre classes for primary children are challenging. Virtual theatre games,
monologues and reader’s theatre kept the drama class alive. It was challenging for senior
primary artists to be directors. Thereon, children worked on their own script, characters,
backdrop, costume, and most importantly; casting. Children created short videos of puppet
shows. A few children even played three different characters, animated videos, and changed
voice dynamics. The children were thrilled to present their short creations and view others as
well. We never expected this much fun in an experience!

Food Tech: Our budding culinary experts have always been excited about
food and the different cooking techniques. The online classes have not
been able to dampen their spirits and though they are not able to cook
together, they certainly are discussing food together and ways to
improvise their favourite foods. The children
learnt about the basic food groups and created a
balanced plate for themselves. They discussed
the benefits of eating whole grains and fruits and
vegetables. Our young chefs were eager to learn
about the large scale production of donuts/
doughnuts and pizzas and the techniques and machinery used for it.
They watched videos on how Krispy Kreme donuts and Domino's Pizza
are made.
The young scientists experimented with milk to learn how a marble effect is created in the key
ingredient when food colour and detergent are added. They created a different kind of volcano
using lemon, food colour and baking soda and observed that other than acetic acid, citric acid
can also bring about volcanic effects. How excited were they when they saw their mini lemon
volcanoes erupting!!
These budding chefs and bakers are surely ready to do some innovative cooking during the
forthcoming holidays!!

Fitness
The fitness classes in primary start with regular warm up exercises which include walking,
jumping and jogging for 5-10 minutes. Post warm up, the children follow instructions and
engage in exercises which focus on flexibility, agility and strength building. Sometimes, the
children also do floor exercises, yoga, pranayama and eye exercises.

Kannada
The junior primary children are learning to write ‘Aksharamale’ and numbers. The senior
primary children have been learning band and how to read and write
‘Aksharmale’(alphabets), ‘Vyanjanaksharagalu’ (consonants), vowels, ‘khagunitha’ and
numbers. They are presently learning to read and write two-three letter words in Kannada.

Personal EﬀecDveness
Let’s learn to listen. We heard the adage, “We have two ears but only one mouth”—an easy way to
remember that listening can be twice as important as talking. Before the invention of writing,
people conveyed virtually all knowledge through some combination of showing and telling. Elders
recited tribal histories to attentive audiences. Listeners received religious teachings
enthusiastically. Myths, legends, folktales, and stories for entertainment survived only because
audiences were eager to listen.
Listening is vital because it provides input for the learner. Without
understanding input at the right level, any learning simply cannot
begin. When people are listened to, they tend to listen to
themselves with more care. Listening is one of the most important
communication skills that we can acquire because it's the primary
way that we develop relationships, understand others, and
build trust. The most basic and powerful way to connect to another
person is to listen, just listen. Listening is a skill that can be
acquired and developed with a little patience and practice.
Our children of the primary section
enthusiastically worked on stories, when read stories children predicted
what would happen next, the prediction requires the child to listen to the
details to make a logical guess. We had talked about things the children
would be interested in, this gives the child a chance to engage in a real
conversation, practicing both speaking and listening.
We played the Storytelling Game, in this game, one child will start a story
with a beginning phrase, and then each child in the classroom adds one
word to the story in turn. Students must be active participants and follow
the story closely so that when their time comes to add a word, the story will make sense.
Our children worked on Comic strips and explained the story to their friends in the class.

Middle School
Math: The first term being the settling down period for the middle
schoolers, the focus in math was more on recap and the learning
behaviour of the children. We started with number patterns and
sequences and the different rules in number patterns. Factors and
multiples are concepts which the children have been working on
before and so, this term we worked on factors and multiples involving
larger numbers. The children had an idea of positive and negative
numbers as we had touched upon temperatures while learning about
thermometers in primary. This term,
they learnt about integers, identifying
integers on the number line
and understanding the vocabulary “cools down”, “warms up”,
“withdrawal”, “deposit” with regard to positive and negative
numbers. The children are familiar with data collection,
interpretation of data and different methods of displaying data.
Taking forward, we worked on constructing a frequency table for
discrete data.
Towards the end of the term, the children are being introduced to
writing expressions, simplifying equations and expressions and
substituting values into equations.
As the children had done several hands-on activities involving 3-D shapes, fractions and angles
while in primary, the fun and interesting activity of origami was introduced to them. They made
fishes and dogs with origami, learning about the mountain and valley folds during the
process.

Inquiry Science: This term started with a force and motion book
from Science a-z. Topics covered included “How motion needs a
force to move". The Laws of motion were discussed in class with
illustrative examples.
Types of forces like gravity, friction and magnetism were
discussed with examples. In the objective to making science fun
and playful, learners made magnets with the help of nail and
copper wire.
While making a magnet some of the students documented the
learning in video form.
https://classroom.google.com/g/tg/MjQ5NTUyMzEyMjMz/MjcxMTEzMTkxODk1#u=MTUxNjgxMjE2Njgx&t=f

Applied English: The middle school students have been exploring how to write a news article,
interview to report, how to interpret and create their own poems, design posters on books they
read besides being involved in other activities where they need to partake in role plays or share
and discuss their opinions on various Ted Ed videos. In the process, they learned to recite poems
with expression, collaborate ideas and work in teams on their projects and prepare animated
short videos to present their poems, which indicate their interest in applying technology skills.
Moreover, since they enjoyed reading the novel ‘Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone’ last
term, they have put together their ideas and published a newspaper titled ‘The Daily owl’ where
they could showcase their creativity and apply skills acquired. Working on their presentation

helped them become aware of how to speak their thoughts out efficiently and they also
understood that public speaking skills can be developed and improved with practice.

Hindi: We are still going on with online classes and now with the rise of Covid cases, it looks like
we may continue little more in this format, students have settled in and focused with online
format. While keeping our main focus on speaking skills of the Hindi language, we tried to take a
good hold on Hindi ‘Varnmala’ and ‘Matraas’ too.
Students have learnt writing Hindi words with Matraas and writing them with some confidence.
We focused more on the spoken language and went through a series of Hindi videos as well, as
Hindi motivations movies. We watched the Hindi movie “Poorna”. Students adored the
encouraging story of an underprivileged girl who with her courage and dedication climbed Mount
Everest. They were able to understand the Hindi movie without any subtitles. Students took full
charge of the Hindi presentation and prepared for Hindi storytelling, rhymes, jokes and puzzles.

ICT: We started with a lumosity online program in this term. Children thoroughly enjoyed working
on the same. Lumosity is an online program consisting of games that claim to improve memory,
attention span, flexibility, speed of processing and problem solving impressing the children.
Thereafter, learners created a website builder system using web node.
Tanmayi: https://tanmayis-website.webnode.com/
Aanya: https://lyra39.webnode.com/
Food Tech: The inquiry science (food tech) in middle school focused
mainly on food and nutrition with emphasis on the connection between
food and the human body. We started with a
recap on the food pyramid and balanced
meals. The students compared ways in which
plants and animals get food and discussed the
difference between respiration and
photosynthesis. Gradually, they moved on to
learn about the human digestive system and
the process of digestion.
What is food tech without discussing favourite
food and recipes!! The children pondered over the investigation pack on
pasta and the different kinds of cheese used in pastas. As a home
connection activity, they made dishes with cheese as an ingredient. They
also learnt to read the food labels available on different packaged foods and designed a
packaged food giving the nutritive content in the food label.

High School
After a year of “remote learning” we are proud to see our senior school students emerge as true
independent learners. This is the crux of learning at Buddhi right through our Early Learning,
Primary and Middle Years programs. The focus on inquiry, projects and problem solving
approaches to learning continues right through the High School years at Buddhi.
Our High School group of students have been learning and working together on a range of
applied topics & projects in the ares of Language, Math, Science, Art & Technology, where they
have interacted with subject specialists both from India and New Zealand. Applied English saw
our high schoolers “Hot Seating” which they used to deepen their understanding of characters in
books, films and published articles. Food Tech was the focus in Applied Science this term, where
students learnt research techniques and the art of communicating, while exploring the science
behind food & nutrition. Applied Math and Business Enterprise projects gave our students an
opportunity to experience first hand what it takes to run a travel company and plan personalised
holidays for clients.
Beginning this year our senior middle school students transitioned to our High School program
where they had the opportunity to experience new subject options to help them make informed
decisions while selecting subjects to pursue over the next four years of study. A special focus for
our senior High Schoolers while studying their subject specifications has been to develop
effective study and work skills which are critical for successful examinations.

Art and CreaDve Expression
Including Art n Craft as an important part of a child's daily routine can have a hugely impact on
their development. Here in Buddhi, we ensure Art n Craft as a subject on our educational
program, where we focus on developing fine motor skills, Improvement of hand eye contact,
Complements Self enjoy & Creativity and Boosts confidence.
The theme for term 1 was ‘Ocean’. The primary students learnt a variety of art
& craft based on the theme, while our junior primary worked with recycled
materials using a used CD to create a fish, a used plastic bottle to create
‘ocean in a bottle’ and a turtle on a paper plate. Some of the other art
activities they did were drawing a lighthouse and submarine. The seniors
enjoyed drawing a silhouette of an aquatic animal with patterns around it.
They began withdrawing various sea creatures and
shading them. They made various forms of sea animals using Clay.
We additionally try and integrate Numeracy, where they have a go at
making Aquatic creatures with various shapes like Star shape for
starfish, Triangle as the tail of a fish, Oval to make the body of a fish
and so on. We likewise did an action utilizing leaves to make fish and
Crab. Children had a lot of fun while doing these activities.
The seniors worked on ‘Kirigami, which is the art of folding paper
and cutting to create various symmetrical designs. Apart from this
they worked on caricatures of their classmates, which was great fun.
Junior middlers began the term with an activity to sensitise them on
how fortunate and blessed we are to have all our limbs functioning. They watched a video of a
girl who painted using her feet as she was born without hands. The children attempted to do the
same by painting using either their feet, mouth or fingers (without the support of the thumb) - it

was a challenging activity with a lot of learning. Since most of them love to draw patterns, they
did two activities around the pattern theme - to draw a merman/maid tail using patterns inside
the tail and drawing patterns around the silhouette of an aquatic animal. They also learnt a little
bit of Kirigami and mosaic art making a lighthouse using basic shapes like squares, rectangles,
circles and triangles.
The high schoolers picked anything related to the ocean to create their own mosaic art. They
also drew patterned mermaid/man tails created posters on a chosen ocean quote.

-

- Sushma Murudeswar, Specialist Teacher in Art

Intro to Music AppreciaDon
This class was designed as a primer for middle to high school age students (most of which with
prior musical experience) in order to develop basic musicological analytical skills as well as to
expand their knowledge of popular music genres - we started with Western music this term. The
course content remained largely the same between the two groups, albeit with extra material
and more in-depth discussion with the high school students. The first couple sessions were
focussed on the general concepts of sound (waveform, pitch, etc) as well as the concept of
"timbre" (the unique characteristics of different sounds that arise as a result of differing
waveforms/overtones). Through this use of timbre, students were tasked with differentiating
between various instrument sounds (piano, guitar, trumpet etc.) and using their own adjectives
to describe the "tone colour" of each sound. Additional skills covered were that of passive and
active listening, as well as using sound to gather information about the object creating that
sound (causal and semantic listening). The next two units covered a cursory history of Western
music from the early 1900s to present. We covered the beginnings of the American blues period
and discussed how compositional elements from this era have influenced modern rock and pop
genres. Additionally we delved into jazz music (a relatively foreign concept to many of the
students) and discussed the role of the slave trade (Black Atlantic period) and how elements of
traditional African music have engrained themselves into modern Western music. These sessions
centered around listening to key examples and then discussing what timbres could be heard and
what moods the music brought to mind. Such practices help students to create a mental image
of "sound worlds" which is a useful compositional aid. Many of the students mentioned an
interest in Hip-Hop and Rap music so I explained how jazz music influenced rap artists of the
1980s/90s by playing examples of classic jazz piano albums that have since been sampled by
modern rap artists. Going forward I would like to continue my case studies of such genres with
the students with the end goal of discussing modern contemporary pop/rock and how
antecedent musical practices have led to the music we listen to today. As we progress we will
delve into other genres including Indian classical, pop and fusion, and how these juxtapose with
Western & World music.
- Akash Dutta, Specialist Teacher in Music

EVENTS
Primary Term-End PresentaDons
Our primary children had their virtual term end presentation
on 26th, 29th and 30th March 2021 with full enthusiasm
and fun. The first day we had a slideshow of the inquiry
projects of our junior primary and videos showing the
different experiments and projects that our budding
scientists had tried out. The slideshow exhibited the models
of living spaces made by the junior primary for their
favourite animals. While some children from senior primary
displayed experiments such as sticky ice and a solarpowered oven, others showed their country projects under
the Project Geos topic. On the second day, videos of more
country projects and experiments such as the straw rocket and the lemon volcano were shown
to our enthusiastic crowd. The children also showcased their Hindi talent by narrating a story,
singing a song and reciting a poem. Videos of the highly impressive puppet shows by our
primarians were shown to the primary and the preschool children on Day 3. The children used
their creative skills to make stories and puppets for the show. The audience enjoyed every bit
and interacted with questions regarding the experiments and projects.

Middle School – Variety Show
The middle school ended the first term with their presentations in the form of a variety show,
where each group showcased what they had learned. As one group worked on their newspaper
project another created thought up provoking poems which they recited and also converted a
few poems into artistic videos depicting their ideas interestingly. Reading and discussing the
novel ‘Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone’, by the British author J.K. Rowling, subsequently
inspired our middle schoolers to create a fantasy school of witchcraft and wizardry (which they
really wished existed) where they could discover their magical powers, just like the young
wizards in the novel. The other group invented an underwater dreamlike school! From the
history of this novel school, its founders, devoted dragons guarding the school to a new
restructured Triwizard tournament, they designed everything that they would want to have in a
school. Moreover, they prepared a school newspaper named ‘The Daily Owl’ which contained
articles, incredible illustrations, new inventions, besides interview report, comic and word search
too. While working on this project the teams collaborated and shared ideas, initiated and
respected each other’s strengths and had fun as they explored their creative side. Furthermore,
presenting their project ideas to an audience was an experience they appreciated, it was an
added opportunity for them to reveal their skills.

FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S OFFICE

Dear Parents
Never in my widest dream could I have imagined that we would have to defend children’s
right to play and young students’ right to choose. Buddhi is doing so thanks to you all.
We are grateful for your continued support during 2020-21. It was very difficult year with
COVID-19 transforming all our lives, but it was sheer determination as was demonstrated by
all that we were able to complete the year and term on a high note.
Hope you all have a relaxed holiday. School will reopen on 26th May, Wednesday for Primary,
Middle and High Schoolers. Preschool will reopen on 1st June, Monday.
Regards,
Rajeshwari Kulkarni

Thank You and Take Care!

